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Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) viruses have genomes that are potentially capable of forming complex secondary structures
throughWatson-Crick base pairing between their constituent nucleotides. A few of the structural elements formed by such base
pairings are, in fact, known to have important functions during the replication of many ssDNA viruses. Unknown, however, are
(i) whether numerous additional ssDNA virus genomic structural elements predicted to exist by computational DNA folding
methods actually exist and (ii) whether those structures that do exist have any biological relevance. We therefore computation-
ally inferred lists of the most evolutionarily conserved structures within a diverse selection of animal- and plant-infecting ssDNA
viruses drawn from the families Circoviridae, Anelloviridae, Parvoviridae,Nanoviridae, andGeminiviridae and analyzed these
for evidence of natural selection favoring the maintenance of these structures. While we find evidence that is consistent with pu-
rifying selection being stronger at nucleotide sites that are predicted to be base paired than at sites predicted to be unpaired, we
also find strong associations between sites that are predicted to pair with one another and site pairs that are apparently coevolv-
ing in a complementary fashion. Collectively, these results indicate that natural selection actively preserves much of the perva-
sive secondary structure that is evident within eukaryote-infecting ssDNA virus genomes and, therefore, that much of this struc-
ture is biologically functional. Lastly, we provide examples of various highly conserved but completely uncharacterized
structural elements that likely have important functions within some of the ssDNA virus genomes analyzed here.
Besides encoding structural, regulatory, and enzymatic pro-teins, the nucleotide sequences of viral genomes encode a wide
range of regulatory motifs associated with, among other things,
transcription (1, 2), translation (3), replication (4), and genome
packaging (5). Other types of biologically relevant information
encoded by many nucleotide sequences, including those of vi-
ruses, are the thermodynamically stable secondary and tertiary
structures that these sequences form under physiological condi-
tions.
While the capacity of single-stranded nucleic acid molecules to
fold into higher-order structures is crucial in all living organisms
for the correct functioning of tRNA, rRNA, mRNA, and small
regulatory RNA molecules, such structures are also particularly
important in the biology of many viruses with single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA) and single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) genomes. Such
structures can play vital roles during the entire viral reproductive
cycle, including the initiation of genome replication (6–12), the
regulation of gene expression (13), the control of transcription
(14), translation (15–17), and gene splicing (18), and the modu-
lation of host antiviral responses (19–21).
Within viral genomes, biologically important structural ele-
ments tend to be highly conserved across even distantly related
species (22). In ssRNA viruses, for example, they include the Rev
response element (RRE) in human and simian immunodeficiency
viruses (23–25), the cis-acting replication elements (CREs) of fla-
viviruses (26), luteoviruses (27), carmoviruses (11), coronaviruses
(28), alphaflexiviruses (29), reoviruses (30), and picornaviruses
(31, 32), the internal ribosomal entry site (IRES) elements of fla-
viviruses (33, 34), picornaviruses (35), pestiviruses (36) and dicis-
troviruses (37), and the cap-independent translation elements
(CITEs) found in many plant-infecting ssRNA viruses (38, 39).
Similarly, in many ssDNA virus genomes, DNA secondary-
structural elements have been identified that have crucial biolog-
ical functions. While in parvoviruses these include structural ele-
ments that are essential for genome replication (9, 40, 41) and
optimal gene expression (42–46), in geminiviruses, nanoviruses,
and circoviruses highly conserved stem-loop structures at their
replication origins are essential for the initiation and termination
of replication (6, 47–49). Besides these few examples, however, it
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is currently unknown how pervasive biologically important sec-
ondary-structural elements are within the genomes of these vi-
ruses (50–52).
It is important to stress the distinction between the simple
existence within viral genomes of pervasive stable secondary
structures and the biological importance of these structures.
Above a certain length, even randomly generated single-stranded
oligonucleotides will form stable secondary structures (53), and it
is therefore plausible that many essentially functionless second-
ary-structural elements might exist within ssDNA and ssRNA vi-
ral genomes.
It is, however, theoretically possible to computationally de-
termine the functional importance within viral genomes of sec-
ondary-structural elements (detected either by computational
prediction or by more rigorous laboratory analyses) by simply
examining patterns of evolution that are evident within groups
of related genome sequences. Specifically, although biologically
functional secondary-structural elements should be evolution-
arily conserved across diverse viral lineages, the nucleotide se-
quences from which these elements are composed should display
distinctive signals of natural selection favoring the maintenance of
these structures. Whereas in coding regions these signals might
include codon usage biases (54, 55) and decreased rates of synon-
ymous substitution (56), throughout the genome these signals
could also include high rates of reversion substitution (51, 57) and
increased frequencies of complementarily coevolving nucleotide
pairs, particularly among those nucleotides predicted to be base
paired within secondary-structural elements (58–60).
Accordingly, experimental investigations of individual struc-
tural elements within some ssDNA virus genomes have clearly
demonstrated the existence of strong natural selection favoring
the maintenance of these elements. For example, when mutations
were experimentally introduced that disrupted particular base
pairings within a stem-loop structure at the origin of replication of
the circovirus Porcine circovirus 1 (PCV-1), the disrupted base
pairings were rapidly restored during replication through a DNA
polymerase-mediated template-switching mechanism (61, 62).
Similarly, in the geminivirus Maize streak virus (MSV), mutations
that potentially disrupted base pairings within a complex compu-
tationally predicted structural element were found to very predict-
ably revert to the original nucleotide so as to restabilize the struc-
tural element (51).
Here, we examine the biological relevance of pervasive compu-
tationally predicted secondary structures within diverse eu-
karyote-infecting ssDNA virus genomes. After using a free-energy
minimization approach to identify conserved secondary-struc-
tural elements within groups of closely related full-genome se-
quences, we applied various tests to determine whether muta-
tional processes differed between structured and unstructured
genome regions in ways consistent with the evolutionary conser-
vation of the identified structural elements. While we provide
strong evidence of extensive biologically relevant secondary struc-
tures within eukaryotic ssDNA virus genomes, we further identify
what are likely some of the most functionally important unchar-
acterized structural elements within these genomes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data set preparation. All available circovirus, anellovirus, parvovirus,
nanovirus, and geminivirus full-genome sequences were obtained from
GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/) between April 2011
and August 2012. Full-genome sequences for each of the five families were
preliminarily aligned separately using MUSCLE (63) implemented in
MEGA5 (64) and subdivided into data sets of sequences sharing at least
75% sequence identity. This was done to ensure reasonable alignment
accuracy during subsequent sequence analyses (65) while at the same time
providing enough sequence diversity to enable the accurate characteriza-
tion of evolutionary processes acting to maintain predicted secondary
structures.
A set of 23 data sets was obtained, each containing between 21 and 519
full-genome sequences. Each of these full-genome sequence data sets was
realigned using MUSCLE (with default settings) and, where necessary,
manually edited. The resulting alignments will here be referred to as large
data sets (Table 1 identifies the data sets and explains the naming system).
This distinction is important because many of the analyses performed
TABLE 1 List of the 23 large data sets obtained
Family and namea Constituent virus species Sizeb
Circoviridae
CircoPCV Porcine circovirus 2 519
CircoCoCV Columbid circovirus 36
CircoDGCV Duck circovirus, Goose circovirus,
Muscovy duck circovirus, Cygnus olor
circovirus
49
CircoBFDV Beak and feather disease virus 184
Anelloviridae
AnelloTTSuV1 Torque teno sus virus 1 21
AnelloTTSuV2 Torque teno sus virus 2, Porcine torque
teno virus 2
44
AnelloTTV Torque teno virus 22
Parvoviridae
ParvoAAV Adeno-associated virus 34
ParvoHBoV Human boccavirus 2, 3, and 4; Porcine
boccavirus 1 and 2; Gorilla
boccavirus, Bovine parvovirus 1,
Canine minute virus
21
ParvoMPV Mouse parvovirus 4, Rat minute virus,
Mouse parvovirus, Minute virus,
LuIII virus, Hamster parvovirus
26
Nanoviridae
NanoBBTV-R Banana bunchy top virus component R 221
NanoBBTV-S Banana bunchy top virus component S 189
NanoBBTV-M Banana bunchy top virus component M 150
NanoBBTV-N Banana bunchy top virus component N 148
NanoBBTV-C Banana bunchy top virus component C 122
Geminiviridae
GeminiMSV Maize streak virus 759
GeminiWDV Wheat dwarf virus 138
GeminiPanSV Panicum streak virus 41
GeminiTYDV-CpCV Tobacco yellow dwarf virus, Chickpea
chlorosis virus, Chickpea yellows virus
41
GeminiCpCDV Chickpea chlorotic dwarf virus 43
GeminiTYLCV Tomato yellow leaf curl virus 228
GeminiEACMV East African cassava mosaic virus, South
African cassava mosaic virus
146
GeminiMYVYV Malvastrum yellow vein Yunnan virus,
Cotton leaf curl Multan virus isolate,
Bhendi yellow vein India virus
254
a The name of the data set is made up of the prefix of its family and the abbreviation of
the main virus species it contains.
b The number of full genome sequences in the data set.
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could be carried out only on subsets of these data sets. Specifically, from
each of the large data sets we first extracted an intermediate data set. In all
but four cases each contained one representative sequence from each of
the 30 most divergent viral sequence lineages in the large data sets. The
exceptional cases were the AnelloTTSuV1, AnelloTTV, ParvoHBoV, and
ParvoMPV data sets that, respectively, contained only 21, 22, 21, and 26
sequences, all of which were included in the intermediate data set. From
each of the intermediate data sets we further extracted a small data set
containing one representative sequence of each of the 10 most divergent
lineages.
Detection of conserved secondary-structural elements within ssDNA
virus genomes. Since biologically relevant secondary-structural elements
are likely to be at least partially conserved during evolution, we used the
computer program Nucleic Acid Secondary Structure Predictor (NASP)
(66) to identify the conserved secondary-structural elements within the
set of representative full genomic sequences in each of the small data sets.
NASP takes as input a set of aligned nucleic acid sequences and uses
Gibbs free energy (67) and Boltzmann probability (68) techniques imple-
mented in the hybrid-ss component of the UNAFold software package
(69) to determine an ensemble of nearly minimum free energy (MFE)
folds for each of the input sequences. It then uses a nucleotide-shuffling-
based permutation test to statistically determine the sets of conserved
structural elements within the folded sequences that contribute most to
their overall thermodynamic stability.
Precisely, NASP produces sets of pairing matrices for each of the input
sequences in each small data set, which are then compressed into a con-
sensus base-pairing matrix, called the M matrix, using a weighted sum of
the pairing matrices obtained for each of the input sequences (66). The use
by NASP of weighted sums in the calculation of its M Matrix is intended to
counteract unavoidable sampling biases in sequence data sets so as to
ensure that similar structures within very closely related sequences do not
make unfair contributions to the conservation scores that NASP calcu-
lates for the individual structural elements that it identifies.
Importantly, in our study NASP provided a conservation score for
each discrete structural element identified within the M matrices calcu-
lated for each of the small data sets and indicated the subsets of structural
elements referred to as high-confidence structure sets (HCSSs) that ac-
counted for the analyzed sequences having significantly lower MFE scores
than those expected in randomized sequences with identical base compo-
sitions (66). Whereas the conservation scores for the individual structural
elements provided an obvious way of ranking these in order of their likely
biological relevance, the demarcation of HCSSs provided an objective
means of focusing further analyses into the biological relevance of second-
ary structures on just the structural elements that are most likely to really
occur.
In our NASP analysis, sequences were folded as either linear (for the
three parvovirus small data sets) or circular (for all 20 of the other small
data sets) ssDNA at either 37°C (for animal-infecting circoviruses, anello-
viruses, and parvoviruses) or 25°C (for plant-infecting geminiviruses and
nanoviruses) under 0 M magnesium and 1 M sodium ionic conditions.
The HCSS was identified using 100 nucleotide-shuffling permutations
with a permutation P value threshold of 0.05. In all subsequent analyses,
the only nucleotides considered as being paired within secondary struc-
tures were those occurring within columns of the large and intermediate
data set nucleotide sequence alignments that corresponded with nucleo-
tides identified by NASP as being paired within the HCSS. Whereas these
paired nucleotides were referred to as occurring at paired-sites, all other
nucleotides were referred to as occurring at unpaired sites.
Neutrality tests for elevated negative selection at paired sites. Struc-
tural elements that increase the fitness of virus genomes are expected to be
selectively preserved such that selection disfavoring nucleotide substitu-
tions should be stronger at paired sites than at unpaired sites. Specifically,
paired sites might display stronger evidence of purifying selection than
unpaired sites in neutrality tests such as those proposed by Tajima (70)
and Fu and Li (71). We calculated Tajima’s D and Fu and Li’s F statistics
for the paired and unpaired sites in each of the 23 large data sets.
Since in all 23 of the analyzed large data sets there were invariably fewer
paired sites (i.e., those paired within the HCSS) than unpaired sites (i.e.,
the remainder of the sites in the various data sets), we devised a permuta-
tion test involving the random selection of identical numbers of paired
and unpaired sites and the comparison of summary selection statistics
between these paired- and unpaired-site data sets.
From each large data set we produced 100 data sets, each consisting of
sites (i.e., entire large data set alignment columns) randomly sampled
with replacement from the pool of unpaired sites. These permutation data
sets contained the same numbers of sites as their corresponding paired-
site data sets. Tajima’s D and Fu and Li’s F statistics were then calculated
for all of the paired-site and permutation data sets. For each of the 23 data
sets, the probability that purifying selection was operating more strongly
on paired sites than on unpaired sites was calculated as being approxi-
mately equivalent to the proportion of times the D and F statistics calcu-
lated for the paired-site data set were lower than those calculated for the
100 permuted data sets.
Codon-based tests of synonymous substitution rates at paired ver-
sus unpaired genomic sites. Biologically important structural elements
that occur within protein-coding sequences are expected to display both
selection at the codon level, which favors the preservation of amino acid
sequences (i.e., selection disfavoring nonsynonymous substitutions), and
selection at the nucleotide level, which favors the maintenance of base-
pairing interactions within the structural elements. This double selection
at codons that contain constituent nucleotides which form base pairs
within biologically important secondary structures should result in such
codons displaying synonymous substitution rates that are lower than
those occurring in codons consisting of unpaired nucleotides.
To determine whether codons corresponding to paired genomic sites
displayed significantly lower synonymous substitution rates than those
occurring at unpaired genomic sites, nucleotide sequences corresponding
to known/suspected genes were extracted from each of the 23 intermedi-
ate data set alignments. Within each of the resulting gene data sets, all sites
encoding amino acids in two or more different frames were removed.
Following this, 43 gene data sets containing 200 or more nucleotide sites
were retained for further analysis (see Table S1 in the supplemental ma-
terial for details of these data sets). Gene data sets excluded from this set
because they retained too few sites included the following: the ren,mp, and
trap genes of the GeminiTYLCV, GeminiEACMV, and GeminiMYVYV
data sets; ORF2 and ORF3 of the AnelloTTSuV1, AnelloTTSuV2, and
AnelloTTV data sets; the vp1 and vp2 of the ParvoHBoV data set; and the
vp1 of the ParvoMPV.
Two methods were used to estimate synonymous substitution rates at
individual codon sites within the 43 gene data sets: partitioning approach
for inference of selection (PARRIS) (72) and fast unconstrained Bayesian
approximation (FUBAR) (73). Both of these methods apply the time-
reversible MG94 codon substitution model which utilizes a 61-by-61
codon substitution matrix (74), and both allow independent distributions
for synonymous and nonsynonymous rates. PARRIS is a random-effects
likelihood (REL) method permitting the use of only three discrete catego-
ries for each rate. FUBAR, on the other hand, is an approximate Bayesian
method which permits the use of many more rate classes (20 in our case)
so as to increase the resolution with which, for example, subtle differences
in selection pressures operating on individual codons can be distin-
guished.
Both FUBAR and PARRIS rely on the use of phylogenetic trees to
describe the evolutionary relationships of the sequences being analyzed.
While it is well established that genetic recombination undermines the
accuracy of phylogenetic inference (and, by extension, many phylogenet-
ics-oriented codon-based selection analysis methods) (75), it was likely
that many of the sequences being analyzed here were recombinant
(76–80). It was therefore necessary to take steps to explicitly account for
recombination within these analyses. Accordingly, prior to selection anal-
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yses the genetic algorithm for recombination detection (GARD) (81)
method was used to detect recombination breakpoint sites. These sites
were then used to partition the alignment into “mostly recombination-
free” subalignments (it is unlikely that every recombination event was
detected and accounted for). For each of these subalignments a phyloge-
netic tree was inferred, and the trees were collectively used as inputs for the
PARRIS and FUBAR analyses, both of which allow phylogenetic tree to-
pologies and branch lengths to vary across different alignment partitions
so as to facilitate accurate inference of natural selection in the presence of
recombination (72, 73).
Within each gene data set, each codon was categorized as being a
paired codon if its third-position nucleotide was paired within the rele-
vant HCSS and as an unpaired codon if its third-position nucleotide was
not a paired nucleotide within the relevant HCSS. Using a Mann-Whitney
U test, we determined whether in each of the 43 gene data sets paired
codons had significantly lower synonymous substitution rates than un-
paired codons. All P values thus calculated were step-down corrected to
account for multiple testing.
Testing whether paired sites complementarily coevolve. Mutations
at paired sites may be tolerable within biologically important structural
elements if they are followed by compensatory mutations that restore base
pairing (51). We detected evidence of complementary coevolution be-
tween pairs of sites within the large data sets using a customized version of
the SpiderMonkey coevolution script written in HYPHY (82). For any
chosen pair of sites within a large data set, the script compares the stan-
dard independent sites of a 4-by-4 HKY85 nucleotide substitution model
(83) to a 16-by-16 Muse-modified HKY85 coevolution model (called
M95) (84) to determine which of these best describes the evolution of
individual site pairs. In our case, entries in the M95 16-by-16 substitution
matrix representing changes that potentially maintain base pairing (in-
cluding both Watson-Crick pairings such as A-T and G-C and the wobble
pair T-G) are multiplied by a pairing factor, , and those involving
changes between paired and unpaired states are multiplied by 1/. A max-
imum-likelihood (ML) ratio test enabled us to determine whether nucle-
otide pairs were coevolving. Whereas a  of1 for particular coevolving
site pairs indicated that they displayed a tendency toward complementary
coevolution, a  of 1 indicated a tendency toward site pairs evolving in-
dependently, and  of 1 indicated a tendency toward their coevolving
noncomplementarily. We identified site pairs displaying strong evidence
of complementary coevolution as those with both associated maximum-
likelihood estimates of a  of 1 and Muse 95 versus HKY85 likelihood
ratio test P values of0.05.
Importantly, due to computational intensity considerations, we re-
stricted our analyses to testing for coevolution only between (i) pairs of
sites that were within 100 nucleotides (nt) of one another and (ii) pairs of
nucleotides that were polymorphic in the input data set. Also, since re-
combination can undermine the accuracy with which the phylogenetic
trees used to detect coevolution reflect the actual evolutionary relation-
ships of the analyzed sequences, we took steps to account for recombina-
tion in our analyses. Each large data set was analyzed for recombination
using Recombination Detection Program (RDP), version 4.13 (85), which
produced a distributed alignment in which fragments of recombinant
sequences derived from different parental viruses were split up into dif-
ferent sequences. For each of the 23 distributed alignments obtained, a
100-nucleotide sliding window was moved 1 nucleotide step at a time
across the alignment. At every step the N longest nucleotide sequences
were selected (where N is the number of sequences in the original align-
ment) and saved to an alignment file. Sequences in consecutive windows
containing exactly the sameN longest sequences were merged into one file
(ensuring that no sites from the original alignment were duplicated in the
merged alignment). Maximum-likelihood (ML) phylogenetic trees were
inferred for each of the resulting alignments under the HKY85 nucleotide
substitution model using PhyML3.0 (86). Each of these alignments and
their corresponding phylogenetic trees were used as inputs for our com-
plementary coevolution analysis.
Customized computational tools. All computer scripts used in all the
analyses conducted can be downloaded from the University of Cape Town
Computational Biology website (http://web.cbio.uct.ac.za/brejnev
/downloads/Scripts.zip) and a customized computer program and data
sets for visualization of predicted structural elements can be downloaded
from http://web.cbio.uct.ac.za/brejnev/downloads/DOOSS.zip (unzip
these files and please see the Readme file for instructions).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Numerous evolutionarily conserved secondary structures are
evident within eukaryotic ssDNA virus genomes. We assembled
23 full-genome sequence data sets representing the familiesCirco-
viridae, Anelloviridae, Parvoviridae, Nanoviridae, and Geminiviri-
dae (Table 1). In each of these sets, between 69 and 316 conserved
secondary-structural elements were identified using the mini-
mum free-energy (MFE) approach implemented in the computer
program NASP (66). From these lists of conserved structural ele-
ments, NASP identified subsets of between 5 and 132 high-confi-
dence structural elements. These lists, here referred to as high-
confidence structure set (HCSS) lists, contained those structures
primarily responsible for the analyzed genomes having greater
degrees of predicted structural stability than those of randomized
sequences with identical nucleotide compositions. Notably, most
of the previously described biologically important structures in
these viral genomes were present within the top 30% of structures
in the HCSS lists of their respective data sets. These included hair-
pin structures at the virion strand origins of replication in circo-
viruses, nanoviruses, and geminiviruses and T-shaped structures
required for replication in parvoviruses. The genomic coordinates
of structures within all 23 of the HCSSs were mapped onto their
respective genomes (Fig. 1 and 2; see also Table S2 in the supple-
mental material).
Clearly our computational approach for predicting secondary
structure suggests that there exist more conserved genomic sec-
ondary structures within many of these ssDNA virus genomes
than is currently appreciated. It is plausible that, as is the case with
currently known secondary structures within these genomes,
many of the uncharacterized conserved structures may have been
preserved during evolution due to their biological importance.
Although directly testing the biological relevance of any one of
the identified potential structures would require detailed muta-
tional analyses of their constituent nucleotides within the context
of infectious cloned genomes or analysis of recombinant viral con-
structs, followed by extensive quantitative fitness assays (87, 88),
there are less cumbersome computational approaches for testing
whether the identified structures collectively (as opposed to indi-
vidually) are likely to have any biological relevance. In this regard
the biological relevance of the structures in our HCSSs could be
tested by comparing how their constituent nucleotides evolve rel-
ative to those at positions located outside the HCSSs.
Therefore, in our subsequent analyses we focused on testing
whether, relative to the remainder of nucleotides in the genomes
(here referred to as unpaired nucleotides), nucleotides predicted
to be base paired within the HCSS (here referred to as paired
nucleotides) are evolving in ways suggestive of their parental
structural elements possessing some biological function.
Purifying selection is apparently strongest at paired-nucle-
otide sites. Nucleotide sites involved in biologically important
base-pairing interactions might be expected to evolve under a
greater degree of purifying selection (selection against change)
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FIG 1 Secondary-structure map of plant-infecting ssDNA viruses; genome organization maps of plant-infecting ssDNA viruses. In each map, the arcs represent
the coordinates of identified structural elements within high-confidence structure sets (HCSSs). These highly conserved structural elements are those primarily
responsible for the estimated structural stability of the analyzed genomes being greater than that of randomized sequences with identical nucleotide composi-
tions. The 10 structures collectively displaying the greatest degrees of base-pairing conservation, lowest associated synonymous substitution rates, and greatest
degrees of complementary coevolution between paired nucleotides are shown using arcs in cyan and magenta (to distinguish the two complementary parts of the
stem sequences). All remaining structures are shown using black arcs. Black arrows indicate examples of currently uncharacterized but likely biologically
functional structures that are apparently conserved across multiple data sets (shown in green and brown when these were not ranked among the top 10
within their respective HCSSs). The known secondary-structural elements at the virion strand origins of replication are indicated by a star symbol at the
12 o’clock position of the genomes. Numbers in brackets indicate the lengths of the genomes in kilobases (kb) and the ratio of the numbers of
high-confidence structures over the total numbers of predicted secondary structures. Italicized abbreviations of gene names are as follows: rep, replica-
tion-associated protein; cp, coat protein; mp, movement protein; clink, cell cycle link protein; nsp, nuclear shuttle protein; ren, replication enhancer
protein; trap, transcription activator protein.
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FIG 2 Secondary-structure map of animal-infecting ssDNA viruses; genome organization maps of animal-infecting ssDNA viruses. In each map, the arcs (for
circular genomes) and vertical lines (for linear genomes) represent the coordinates of identified structural elements within high-confidence structure sets
(HCSSs). The 10 structures collectively displaying the greatest degrees of base-pairing conservation, lowest associated synonymous substitution rates, and
greatest degrees of complementary coevolution between paired nucleotides are shown using arcs in cyan and magenta (to distinguish the two complementary
parts of the stem sequences). All remaining structures are shown using black arcs/vertical lines. Black arrows indicate examples of currently uncharacterized but
likely biologically functional structures that are apparently conserved across multiple data sets (shown in green and brown when these were not ranked among
the top 10 structures within their respective HCSSs). The known secondary-structural elements at the virion strand origins of replication are indicated by a star
symbol at the 12 o’clock position of the genomes. Numbers in brackets indicate the lengths of the genomes in kilobases (kb) and the ratio of the numbers of
high-confidence structures over the total numbers of predicted secondary structures. Italicized abbreviations represent the gene names encoding the following
proteins: rep, replication associated protein; cp, coat protein; ns1, large nonstructural protein; np1, small nonstructural protein; vp1, major virion/viral protein;
vp2, minor virion/viral protein, and ORF, unnamed open reading frame.
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than sites that are not base paired. Also, sequences evolving under
purifying selection are expected to have lower frequencies of mi-
nor allele polymorphisms than those evolving under neutral se-
lection and are, therefore, expected to yield negative values for
Tajima’s D and Fu and Li’s F statistics (70, 71). If purifying selec-
tion was stronger at base-paired sites than at unpaired sites, we
would expect to see lower values of the D and F statistics for data
sets containing only base-paired sites (constructed from the large
data set alignments by removing all unpaired nucleotide sites)
than for data sets containing only unpaired sites (constructed
from the large data set alignments by removing all paired nucleo-
tide sites).
In all but one of the 23 large data sets (the exception being the
circovirus data set, CircoDGCV) (Table 1), both the paired- and
unpaired-site alignments consistently yielded negative D and F
test static values (Table 2). In 16/23 of the data sets, both theD and
F statistics were lower for the paired-site than for the unpaired-site
data sets. In 5/23 data sets (the anellovirus data sets AnelloTTSuV2
and AnelloTTV, the parvovirus data sets ParvoAAV and ParvoH-
BoV, and the geminivirus data set GeminiTYLCV) either the D or
F statistics were lower for the paired-site data sets than for un-
paired-site data sets. In only 2/23 cases (CircoDGCV and Anel-
loTTSuV1) did the unpaired-site data set yield both values of D
and F statistics lower than those yielded by the paired-site data
sets.
This observation is consistent with our hypothesis that if
paired sites within the 23 HCSS lists really do reside within bio-
logically important secondary structures, they should display
higher degrees of purifying selection than other sites within the
analyzed genomes.
However, to test whether values of these statistics were signif-
icantly lower at paired sites than at unpaired sites in the 21/23 large
data sets displaying the expected trend, for each data set we ap-
plied a permutation test involving resampling of identical num-
bers of sites from the unpaired-site data set as were present within
the paired-site data set (in each data set unpaired sites were invari-
ably more numerous than the paired sites). In each case a P value
was computed as the proportion of the 100 permutated unpaired-
site data sets that yielded lowerD or F values than the correspond-
ing paired-site data set. In this test, if the P value is0.05, a D or F
value for an unpaired-site data set that was lower than that of its
corresponding paired-site data set would be expected less than 5%
of the time if the null model of neutral evolution was true.
In 11/23 data sets both the D and F statistic permutation tests
yielded evidence that paired sites within the HCSS lists experience
significantly stronger (P values of0.05) purifying selection than
the remainder of the genomic sites. In a further 6/23 cases, either
the D or F statistic test yielded at least marginal evidence (P values
of0.08) of paired sites experiencing stronger purifying selection
than unpaired sites. Therefore, in only 6/23 cases was there abso-
lutely no evidence of paired sites experiencing significantly stron-
ger purifying selection than unpaired sites.
Interestingly, all three of the analyzed anellovirus data sets were
among the six data sets with no evidence of purifying selection
acting on paired sites. It is perhaps also noteworthy that of the 11
data sets displaying strong evidence of base pairing associated with
purifying selection, only two (both of them circoviruses, Circo-
CoCV and CircoBFDV) were from the 10 mammal- and bird-
infecting virus data sets. While it is not possible to directly com-
pare the plant- and animal-infecting virus data sets to one
another, it is plausible that increased structural stability afforded
by the lower physiological temperatures of plants relative to ani-
mals might contribute to the genomic structures of the plant vi-
ruses being more evolutionarily stable than those of their warm-
blooded animal counterparts. A more mundane explanation,
however, could simply be that our animal virus data sets were, in
general, substantially smaller than our plant virus data sets and
that our analysis therefore simply lacked sufficient power to dif-
ferentiate between the numbers of low-frequency polymorphisms
within the paired- and unpaired-data set fractions.
Regardless of possible differences between animal and plant
viruses, collectively these results indicate that a substantial pro-
portion of paired sites within at least 17/23 of the HCSSs are evolv-
ing in a manner that is consistent with many of these structures
being evolutionarily preserved.
Synonymous substitution rates are unusually low at paired
genomic sites. We hypothesized that selection favoring the main-
tenance of base pairing within secondary structures might be par-
ticularly evident when these structures occurred within protein-
coding regions of the genome. Essentially, we investigated
whether codons in which third-codon position nucleotides were
predicted to be base paired within the HCSSs had significantly
lower synonymous substitution rates than those with unpaired
nucleotides in the third codon position.
Synonymous substitution rates at individual codon sites
within 43 gene data sets (see Table S1 in the supplemental mate-
rial) were inferred using the random-effects-likelihood selection
analysis methods PARRIS (75) and FUBAR (73). These methods
indicated that in 27/43 of these data sets, the median substitution
rates of codons with paired third-position nucleotides were signif-
TABLE 2 Tajima’s D and Fu and Li F statistics for paired and unpaired
genomic site alignments
Large data set
Tajima’s D Fu and Li’s F
Paireda
Permuted
unpairedb P value Pairedc
Permuted
unpairedd P value
CircoPCV 2.08 1.90 0.06 5.33 4.91 0.13
CircoCoCV 2.48 1.75 0.01 4.98 3.17 0.01
CircoDGCV 1.44 0.71 0.99 1.40 0.58 0.96
CircoBFDV 1.53 1.33 0.01 2.54 1.77 0.01
AnelloTTSuV1 0.72 1.09 1 0.19 1.09 1
AnelloTTSuV2 0.96 0.95 0.54 1.09 1.38 0.92
AnelloTTV 0.10 0.09 0.5 0.95 0.95 0.49
ParvoAAV 0.56 0.55 0.53 0.80 0.67 0.85
ParvoHBoV 1.09 1.02 0.07 0.25 0.18 0.78
ParvoMPV 0.22 0.12 0.08 0.31 0.01 0.01
NanoBBTVR 1.31 1.21 0.28 3.08 2.27 0.03
NanoBBTVS 0.96 0.65 0.01 2.79 2.00 0.02
NanoBBTVM 0.77 0.38 0.05 2.32 1.74 0.14
NanoBBTVN 1.61 1.45 0.13 4.26 3.36 0.02
NanoBBTVC 1.44 0.80 0.01 5.03 3.28 0.01
GeminiMSV 2.02 1.72 0.01 5.34 3.26 0.01
GeminiWDV 1.26 0.61 0.01 4.03 2.99 0.04
GeminiPanSV 0.91 0.61 0.01 0.53 0.05 0.01
GeminiTYDV-CpCV 1.28 0.55 0.01 2.30 0.29 0.01
GeminiCpCDV 0.88 0.10 0.01 0.71 0.19 0.01
GeminiTYLCV 1.67 1.71 0.61 3.44 3.23 0.26
GeminiEACMV 1.33 0.83 0.01 2.58 1.31 0.01
GeminiMYVYV 1.23 0.78 0.01 3.25 1.28 0.01
a Tajima’s D for paired-site alignments corresponding to the HCSS.
b Average Tajima’s D for 100 permuted alignments sampled from the unpaired sites.
c Fu and Li’s F for paired-site alignments corresponding to the HCSS.
d Average Fu and Li’s F for 100 permuted alignments sampled from the unpaired sites.
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icantly lower than those of codons with unpaired third-position
nucleotides (multiple comparison-corrected Mann-Whitney U-
test, P value of0.05). An additional five data sets yielded similar
evidence but only with one of the two selection analysis methods
(Table 3).
The results of these analyses therefore strongly support our
hypothesis that two layers of selection— one operating at the
amino acid sequence level and the other at the nucleotide se-
quence level—are likely acting on nucleotide sites within the
HCSSs that fall within coding regions. This suggests not only that
many of the predicted secondary structures represented within the
HCSSs really do exist (either within single-stranded genomic
DNAs themselves or within the RNA transcripts that are produced
from them) but also that these structures likely make a substantial
contribution to the fitness of the genomes within which they re-
side.
While evidence of lower degrees of nucleotide polymorphism
and decreased synonymous substitution rates at paired sites than
at unpaired sites provides strong support for the existence of many
of the predicted secondary-structural elements within the HCSSs,
it must be stressed that this result does not necessarily imply that
these elements are biologically functional. The reason for this is
that besides influencing which arising mutations are deleterious
and which are neutral (and, therefore, which mutations are likely
to be purged from populations by natural selection), the presence
of secondary structures within ssDNA genomes could potentially
also influence the basal rates at which sites within these genomes
become mutated (89) simply because base-paired nucleotides
might be predisposed to lower mutation rates than their unpaired
counterparts (90, 91).
In short-term evolution experiments, mutations tend to
preferentially accumulate at unpaired sites. If paired sites within
the HCSSs really do form base pairs within genomic secondary
structures, we hypothesized that these sites might accumulate
fewer mutations than unpaired sites. We tested this hypothesis
using mutation data from a series of previously published short-
term evolution experiments. In one experiment infectious cloned
genomes of two maize streak virus isolates (called MSV-MatA and
MSV-VW) closely related to those in the GeminiMSV data set
were used to infect maize plants (92). In another experiment in-
fectious cloned genomes of a tomato yellow leaf curl virus isolate
(called TYX) and a tomato leaf curl Comoros virus isolate (called
TOX; both closely related to sequences included in the Gemini-
TYLCV data set) were used to infect tomato plants (52).
While over 101 days postinfection the MSV-MatA and
MSV-VW genomes were noted to have accumulated 41 and 33
mutations, respectively, at 52 distinct nucleotide sites, over 120
days the TYX and TOX genomes had, respectively, accumulated
31 and 105 mutations at 135 distinct nucleotide sites. As described
previously for our small data sets, we predicted the secondary
structures of each genome pair using NASP in order to obtain, for
each pair, its own specific HCSS. We used these HCSSs to con-
struct two-by-two contingency tables for paired sites (sites pre-
dicted to be paired within the HCSS) and unpaired sites (all sites in
the genome other than the HCSS paired sites) versus variable sites
(those where mutations occurred) and invariable sites (those
where mutations did not occur) and used these in a Fisher exact
test (93), to assess whether variable sites were significantly clus-
tered outside rather than inside paired-sites.
For MSV-MatA and MSV-VW, 11/52 variable sites (21%)
were located at paired nucleotide sites (939/2,641, or 36% of
considered sites) within the HCSS, yielding significant evidence (P
value of 0.019) that mutations tended to occur more frequently at
unpaired nucleotides. Similarly, for TYX and TOX, only 5/135
variable sites (4%) were located at paired nucleotide sites (237/
2724, or9% of considered sites) within the HCSS regions, indi-
cating a significant tendency (P value of 0.021) for mutations to
accumulate more frequently at unpaired nucleotide sites.
Although no analogous experimental data are currently avail-
able for any of the other plant- and animal-infecting ssDNA vi-
ruses investigated here, it is nevertheless important that even in
short-term geminivirus evolution experiments such as these,
where selection has not had prolonged periods to purge slightly
deleterious mutations, there remains such an obvious trend for
mutations to preferentially occur at unpaired sites.
Unfortunately, even though these experiments were short-
term (lasting between 101 and 120 days), it remains possible that
selection, in addition to a decreased biochemical predisposition to
mutation, was responsible for the relatively lower mutation fre-
quencies at paired sites within these genomes. While still consis-
tent with our hypothesis that selection is acting on secondary
structures to maintain their biological functionality, these results
suggest that the alternative hypothesis—that base-paired sites
within secondary structures are simply biochemically predisposed
to mutate more slowly than unpaired sites—is also entirely plau-
sible.
Therefore, although we had established up to this point that
TABLE 3 Comparison of synonymous substitution rates at paired- and
unpaired-codon sites
Data set
Gene(s)
studied
No. of
sequencesc PARRISa FUBARb
CircoPCV rep, cp 30, 29 rep rep
CircoCoCV rep, cp 30, 30 rep rep
CircoDGCV rep, cp 30, 30 rep rep
CircoBFDV rep, cp 30, 29 rep, cp rep, cp
AnelloTTSuV1 ORF1 17 ORF1 ORF1
AnelloTTSuV2 ORF1 30 ORF1 ORF1
AnelloTTV ORF1 21 ORF1 ORF1
ParvoAAV ns1, vp1 23, 30 ns1, vp1 ns1, vp1
ParvoHBoV ns1, np1 21, 21 ns1 ns1
ParvoMPV ns1, vp2 25, 18 ns1 ns1, vp2
NanoBBTV-R rep 28 rep rep
NanoBBTV-S cp 29 cp cp
NanoBBTV-M mp 27 mp mp
NanoBBTV-N nsp 27
NanoBBTV-C clink 30
GeminiMSV rep, cp, mp 30, 30, 30 rep, cp rep, cp, mp
GeminiWDV rep, cp, mp 30, 30, 30 cp, mp cp, mp
GeminiPanSV rep, cp, mp 30, 30, 30
GeminiTYDV-CpCV rep, cp, mp 30, 30, 30 cp cp
GeminiCpCDV rep, cp, mp 30, 30, 30 rep, cp, mp rep, cp, mp
GeminiTYLCV rep, cp 27, 30
GeminiEACMV rep, cp 30, 30 rep rep
GeminiMYVYV rep, cp 29, 28 rep rep
a Gene alignments in which the synonymous substitution rates (computed using
PARRIS) at paired-codon sites are significantly (Mann Whitney U test, P 0.05) lower
than those at unpaired-codon sites.
b Gene alignments in which the synonymous substitution rates (computed using
FUBAR) at paired-codon sites are significantly (Mann Whitney U test, P 0.05) lower
than those at unpaired-codon sites.
c Values are given in respective order for the genes studied.
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secondary structures are likely quite pervasive within ssDNA virus
genomes, we were unable to definitively attribute the apparent
evolutionary conservation of these structures to natural selection
favoring the maintenance of their biological functionality.
Base-paired sites tend to complementarily coevolve. It is ex-
pected that, independent of different basal mutation rates at
paired and unpaired sites, nucleotide substitutions that occur at
paired sites within biologically functional secondary structures
might only be tolerable if coupled with complementary substitu-
tions that reconstitute base pairing. Therefore, in order to test for
natural selection acting to maintain secondary structures without
the confounding effects of base-pairing-dependent basal muta-
tion rate variation, we directly tested for evidence of paired sites
within the HCSSs coevolving with one another in a manner con-
sistent with the maintenance of their base pairing. Specifically, we
tested for associations between sites predicted to be base paired
within the HCSSs and sites detectably coevolving in a complemen-
tary fashion within the 23 large data sets. For each large data set, we
performed a two-by-two contingency test of site pairs predicted to
be paired versus unpaired, on the one hand, and sites predicted to
be coevolving versus not coevolving, on the other.
In all but one circovirus data set, CircoCoCV, we found strong
significant associations (multiple testing corrected P values of
0.0001) between paired sites within the HCSSs and sites for
which complementary coevolution was detected (Table 4). It is
noteworthy that the CircoCoCV was one of the two animal-infect-
ing virus data sets displaying both strong evidence of base-pairing-
associated negative selection and evidence of strong selection dis-
favoring synonymous substitutions at paired codon sites within
coding regions. Therefore, the lack of significant evidence of co-
evolution between nucleotides predicted to be paired within the
CircoCoCV HCSS may simply be due to strong selection disfavor-
ing any substitutions at these sites.
Besides providing additional evidence that many of the struc-
tures represented within the HCSSs really do form either within
the genomes of these ssDNA viruses or within their RNA tran-
scripts, this result provides the most compelling evidence yet that
natural selection is favoring the maintenance of a substantial pro-
portion of these structures. The simple fact that many of the struc-
tures represented within the HCSSs likely provide significant fit-
ness advantages to the genomes in which they occur, in turn,
suggests that many of these structures have as yet undetermined
biological functions.
Potentially important structural elements within eukaryotic
ssDNA virus genomes. Whereas we provided evidence of perva-
sive evolutionarily conserved (and therefore, likely biologically
functional) secondary structures within the various ssDNA virus
genomes that we have analyzed, we have not up to this point
examined any of the individual computationally inferred struc-
tural elements in any significant detail. Fortunately, some of the
analyses that we performed provide a straightforward means of
ranking the identified structures within the HCSSs in order of
their likely biological functionality (94). Specifically, these rank-
ings were based on the following: (i) the degree to which structural
elements were conserved across the analyzed genomes, (ii) the
degree to which synonymous substitution rates were constrained
at codon sites containing nucleotides that are predicted to be base
paired, and (iii) the degree to which nucleotides predicted to be
base paired coevolve with one another. Rankings based collec-
tively on these three criteria are here referred to as consensus rank-
ings (see Table S2 in the supplemental material).
The 10 highest ranked structural elements based on these cri-
teria within each of the 23 analyzed HCSSs are plotted in magenta
and cyan in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, and are listed in Table S2 in the
supplemental material. It is important to point out that although
these top-ranked structures contributed most to the signals de-
tected in our earlier association tests, it is possible that many of
them do not actually exist in the exact form that we have inferred
either in the ssDNA genomes themselves or in the RNA molecules
transcribed from these genomes. Besides expected inaccuracies in
the computational inference of DNA and RNA secondary struc-
tures (95), it is likely that even if these structural elements have
been accurately inferred, the exact base-pairing configurations
within the presented consensus structures will likely vary between
the different genomes within each of the analyzed data sets. Also, it
is very likely that, even within an individual genome, many of
these structures will not be static but will instead represent a single
reasonably stable base-pairing configuration among an ensemble
(potentially very large) of similarly stable alternative configura-
tions. It should therefore be borne in mind that the actual base-
pairing interactions within the tertiary structures represented by
many of these structural elements might vary as the structural
elements continually transition between their alternative forms.
Among the individual structural elements that achieved the
highest consensus rankings were all of the well-characterized sec-
ondary structures found at the origins of replication of circovi-
ruses (ranks 1 to 6), nanoviruses (ranks 8 to 28), geminiviruses
(ranks 1 to 12), and parvoviruses (ranks 1 to 35) (see Table S2 in
the supplemental material).
Additional well-characterized structures detected include the
replication-associated protein gene (rep) intron-associated struc-
ture (GeminiMSV; rank 16) (51), the parvovirus transcription
attenuation stem-loop structures (ParvoMPV; ranks 17 and 34)
TABLE 4 Association between paired sites and complementarily
coevolving sites
Data set Chi-square value P value
CircoPCV 190.9307 4.20 1014
CircoCoCV 0.2272 0.14
CircoDGCV 143.2324 3.15 1014
CircoBFDV 62.5998 1.59 1013
ParvoAAV 185.5472 4.08 1014
ParvoHBoV 96.656 2.13 1014
ParvoMPV 137.077 3.02 1014
AnelloTTSuV1 117.9971 2.60 1014
AnelloTTSuV2 38.2243 2.41 1008
AnelloTTV 70.6212 1.55 1014
NanoBBTV-R 107.8986 2.37 1014
NanoBBTV-S 20.398 1.28 1004
NanoBBTV-M 49.9491 7.88 1011
NanoBBTV-N 48.2752 1.79 1010
NanoBBTV-C 21.1911 8.81 1005
GeminiMSV 212.2187 4.67 1014
GeminiWDV 89.9702 1.98 1014
GeminiPanSV 82.3437 1.81 1014
GeminiTYDV-CpCV 28.6975 2.43 1006
GeminiCpCDV 98.1122 2.16 1014
GeminiTYLCV 159.2665 3.50 1014
GeminiEACMV 175.6639 3.86 1014
GeminiMYVYV 364.9167 8.03 1014
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FIG 3 Secondary structure associated with the intron of the mastrevirus movement protein gene. A secondary-structure associated with the movement protein
gene intron was predicted in all five mastrevirus data sets. This structure is highly conserved and contains splice donor and acceptor sites (indicated by arrows),
as well as, in the case of the GeminiMSV, GeminiPanSV, and GeminiWDV, likely lariat sequences (outlined in pink). The similarities between these structures
include homologous stem-loop structures conserved in all but GeminiWDV (highlighted in blue and yellow), a highly conserved stem structure found in both
GeminiMSV and GeminiPanSV, and conserved sequences in the stems of GeminiTYDV-CpCV and GeminiCpCDV. The rank ratio shows the actual rank of a
structure over the total number of structures predicted in the high-confidence structure set (HCSS). This structure is highly ranked in GeminiCpCDV and
GeminiTYDV-CpCV (ranked 7th out of 25 structures in HCSS and 10th out of 47 structures in the HCSS set, respectively). In the case of GeminiCpCDV,
base-pairing interactions displaying significant associated complementary coevolution (P value of 0.05) are represented by a red line, where the degree of
redness reflects the P value. Whereas nucleotide sequence variability is reflected by a sequence logo at each position, each position is also associated with a color
ranging from blue to green depicting the rate of synonymous substitutions of the codon site at which the nucleotide is located. Low synonymous substitution rates
are observable in the stem region in all data sets, indicating that there is a high degree of conservation at these particular sites. Although the sequence of this
structure is divergent in all five mastrevirus data sets, it is plausible that this structure has some function during splicing of the movement protein intron.
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(Table S2) (42), and the 3= complementary strand T-shaped struc-
ture that binds to the viral capsid in some parvoviruses (Par-
voMPV; rank 3) (Table S2) (96).
Besides these well-known structures, we sought to identify
other uncharacterized, but likely biologically functional, struc-
tural elements within some of these genomes. Rather than exhaus-
tively enumerating every predicted secondary-structural element
that might have some biological relevance, we instead focus here
on a few examples of the elements that have apparently been con-
served across multiple, highly divergent viral lineages in the vari-
ous viral families that we analyzed.
Geminivirus. We identified a particularly conserved 126- to
157-nt secondary structure within the movement protein (mp)
gene of all five analyzed mastrevirus data sets (GeminiMSV,
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FIG 4 Secondary structure associated with the 3= end of the begomovirus coat protein gene. A secondary structure with a potential role in transcriptional
termination was predicted at the end of the coat protein gene of the begomovirus data sets, GeminiTYLCV, GeminiEACMV, and GeminiMYVYV. In all of these,
the structure has a stop codon and a stem-loop containing a polyadenylation signal (the complementary polyadenylation signaling sequences within the
stem-loops are in bold text). A common stem-loop structure between the GeminiEACMV and GeminiMYVYV data set is highlighted in yellow. Nucleotide logos
and colors, respectively, indicate degrees of sequence variability and associated synonymous nucleotide substitution rates as outlined on Fig. 3. Nucleotides falling
outside genes are shaded gray. Base-pairing interactions displaying significant associated complementary coevolution (P value of0.05) are represented by a red
line where the degree of redness reflects the P value. The rank ratio shows the actual rank of a structure over the total number of structures predicted in the
high-confidence structure set.
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FIG 5 Parvovirus secondary structures predicted at the start of genes. Secondary structures predicted at the start of genes represented in the parvovirus data sets
ParvoAAV, ParvoHBoV, and ParvoMPV are shown. These include those spanning the start of the large nonstructural proteins (ns1; P1), the major viral/virion
proteins (vp1; P2), the small nonstructural protein (np1; P3) and the minor viral/virion proteins (vp2, P4). Nucleotide logos and colors, respectively, indicate
degrees of sequence variability and associated synonymous nucleotide substitution rates as outlined on Fig. 3. Base-pairing interactions displaying significant
associated complementary coevolution (P value of0.05) are represented by a line, where the degree of redness reflects the P value. The rank ratio shows the
actual rank of a structure over the total number of structures predicted in the high-confidence structure set. The ParvoMPV IR-ns1 stem-loop involved in
transcription attenuation is highlighted in gray. In the depicted structures start codons are consistently located either within or immediately adjacent to an
unpaired loop or bulge, which might enhance the accessibility of these codons during transcription or translation.
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GeminiPanSV, GeminiWDV, GeminiTYDV-CpCV, and
GeminiCpCDV) (structure G1 in Fig. 1 and 3). In all of these data
sets other than GeminiMSV, the entire structure was within the
HCSS (7th out of 25 in GeminiCpCDV, 10th out of 47 in Gemi-
niTYDV-CpCV, 21st out of 31 in GeminiPanSV, 16th out of 30 in
GeminiWDV, and 51st in GeminiMSV). The structure in the
GeminiMSV data set displayed a particularly high degree of con-
formational similarity with that in the GeminiPanSV data set, with
the two structures sharing a nearly identical 21-nucleotide-long
stem sequence (Fig. 3), indicating that they are almost certainly
homologous. Although the sequences within this structure differ
substantially between the other mastrevirus data sets, they all con-
tain the splice donor, acceptor, and branch sites previously iden-
tified (or predicted) in mastrevirus mp introns (97) (Fig. 3), sug-
gesting that the structure is possibly functional within the mp
mRNA transcript, where it might facilitate mp intron splicing.
Also, likely acceptor and donor sites identified within these vari-
ous sequences tend to occur at junctions between paired and un-
paired nucleotides, a factor which might enhance the accessibility
of these sites during splicing (18, 98, 99).
Another highly conserved secondary structure that is most
likely functional within geminivirus genomes was identified near
the 3= end of the coat protein (cp) genes of begomoviruses in the
GeminiTYLCV, GeminiEACMV, and GeminiMYVYV data sets
(structure G2 in Fig. 1 and 4). This structure contains a conserved
stem-loop sequence immediately 3= of the cp stop codon that con-
tains the likely polyadenylation signals of both virion and comple-
mentary-strand RNA transcripts (Fig. 4). It is likely, therefore,
that this structure may be functional either within ssDNA as a
transcriptional terminator or within transcribed mRNA during
polyadenylation.
Parvovirus. We identified a variety of uncharacterized parvo-
virus genomic and/or mRNA structural elements with potential
functionality at the start of the large nonstructural (ns1) gene
(structure P1 in Fig. 2 and 5) (20th out of 70 HCSS structures in
ParvoAAV, 30th out of 105 HCSS structures in ParvoHBoV, and
34th out of 132 HCSS structures in ParvoMPV), the start of the
major virion/viral protein (vp1) gene (structure P2 in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 5) (16th out of 70 HCSS structures in ParvoAAV and 9th out
of 132 HCSS structures in ParvoMPV), the start of the small non-
structural (np1) gene (structure P3 in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5) (59th out
of 105 HCSS structure in ParvoHBoV), and the start of the minor
virion protein (vp2) gene (structure P4 in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5) (56th
out of 132 HCSS structures in ParvoMPV). Although there were
no sequence similarities shared between positionally analogous
structures in the different parvovirus data sets, this was not unex-
pected, given that these data sets represent species within different
genera (with sequences in different data sets sharing, on average,
only 57.8% sequence identity). The ParvoMPV intergenic region
(IR)-ns1 structure contains a stem-loop identified to play role in
transcription attenuation of parvovirus minute virus of mice (42)
(structure P1 in Fig. 5). In this regard, it is noteworthy that start
codons within the structures that we have identified are consis-
tently located either within or immediately adjacent to unpaired
loop or bulge regions (Fig. 5). This tendency was also noted in
other data sets analyzed, and it is plausible that structures span-
ning the start codons of genes in these different families are func-
tional either within partially single-stranded DNA during the ini-
tiation of transcription or in transcribed mRNA during the
initiation of translation.
Circovirus. While we were unable to identify any secondary
structures that were clearly conserved across all five circovirus
data sets analyzed, within the moderately divergent CircoCoCV
and CircoBFDV data sets (these two data sets share, on average,
64% pairwise sequence identity), we identified an intergenic re-
gion (IR) stem-loop structure (structure C1 in Fig. 2 and 6), which
is highly conserved in each of the respective data sets (ranked 5th
out of 35 HCSS structures in CircoCoCV and 1st out 41 HCSS
structures in CircoBFDV). Despite the sequences of this structure
sharing no obvious similarity between the two data sets, in both
data sets the stem is GC rich (and therefore predicted to be very
stable) with a loop sequence containing a conserved pentanucle-
otide (CGAAG). This structural element could potentially contain
the complementary strand replication origin, or it might be func-
tional either during the termination of transcription or in the
posttranscriptional processing of mRNA transcripts.
Anellovirus. A conserved T-shaped structure was identified in
the IRs of the two anellovirus data sets, AnelloTTSuV1 and Anel-
loTTuSV2 (structure A1 in Fig. 2 and 7) (7th out of 20 structures
in the AnelloTTSuV1 HCSS and 1st out of 27 structures in the
AnelloTTSuV2 HCSS). Even though these two data sets are mod-
erately divergent (sequences within them share, on average, 60.7%
pairwise identity), the structure is strikingly conserved between
the two data sets. In both data sets it has a nearly identical pre-
dicted T-shaped conformation with a highly conserved 17-nucle-
otide-long sequence at the top of the T (highlighted in sky blue in
Fig. 7).
Given the high degree to which this structure has been con-
served between these two moderately divergent anellovirus data
sets, we attempted to identify a homologous structure within our
 CircoBFDV
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Rank 1/41
C1
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FIG 6 Conserved circovirus stem-loop structure within the intergenic region.
A stem-loop structure that is highly conserved within the intergenic regions of
the two circovirus data sets, CircoCoCV and CircoBFDV, is shown. Nucleotide
logos reflect degrees of sequence variability. The stems of these structures have
high GC-contents and display clear evidence of complementary coevolution
between base-paired nucleotides within the CircoBFDV data set (base-pairing
interactions displaying significant associated complementary coevolution
with P value of0.05 are represented by red lines, where the degree of redness
reflects the P value). Additionally, a pentanucleotide loop (highlighted in
green) is highly conserved at the top of the stem in both data sets.
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third highly divergent anellovirus data set (AnelloTTV). The most
likely homologue of this structure also resides within the IR and is
ranked 7th out of 78 structures in the AnelloTTV HCSS (structure
A1 in Fig. 2 and Fig. 7). However, the AnelloTTV structure has a
stem-loop rather than a T-shaped configuration and lacks the 17-
nucleotide sequence that is conserved in the AnelloTTSuV1 and
AnelloTTSuV2 structures. All three anellovirus structures, never-
theless, contain two similar sequences (five and six nucleotides
long) at similar positions within their stems (outlined in blue and
yellow in Fig. 7), which strongly suggests that these structures are
indeed homologous.
Unlike with many other circular ssDNA viruses that replicate
by rolling circle replication, it is presently unknown where the
anellovirus virion and complementary strand origin of replication
(ori) sites reside. Given that the virion strand ori sites of other
ssDNA viruses generally occur within IRs and have a characteristic
stem-loop structure with an A-T-rich loop sequence, it is plausible
that this highly conserved anellovirus structural element might
contain the anellovirus virion strand ori. However, characteriza-
tion of replication-competent sub-full-length Torque teno virus
(TTV) genomes (which are closely related to those represented in
our AnelloTTV data set) has suggested that the TTV virion strand
ori is approximately 470 nucleotides 3= of the highly conserved
TTV stem-loop structure that we have identified here (in the re-
gion of a small stem-loop structure ranked 83rd, bellow the HCSS
in our AnelloTTV data set [data not shown]) (100). Importantly,
the structure we have identified falls outside the genomic region
that is conserved within these defective genomes and, in the TTV
genome at least, is therefore unlikely to be the virion strand ori.
Apart from possibly containing the virion strand ori, this highly
conserved structural element could alternatively be involved in
either complementary-strand replication or transcriptional regu-
lation, both of which are also carried out by IR sequences in all
other known ssDNA viruses.
Conclusion. Using computational methods we have identified
numerous secondary structures that probably form at least tran-
siently within eukaryotic ssDNA virus genomes and shown that a
significant proportion of these predicted structures are likely bio-
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FIG 7 Anellovirus highly conserved intergenic T-shaped structures. A T-shaped structure predicted within the intergenic region (IR) of two divergent anello-
virus data sets, AnelloTTSuV1 and AnelloTTSuV2, is shown. These structures have homologous 17-nucleotide-long sequences on top of the T (highlighted in sky
blue) and similar sequences in the stem (highlighted in green, yellow, and blue). The homologue to these structures in the even more divergent AnelloTTV data
set has a stem-loop rather than a T configuration. It shares similar sequences (highlighted using yellow and blue) with the ones found in the other anellovirus data
sets. In the AnelloTTV structure, base-pairing interactions displaying significant associated complementary coevolution (P value of0.05) are represented by a
red line, where the degree of redness reflects the P value. Nucleotide logos reflect the degree of sequence diversity at individual sites.
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logically functional (Table 5). We have further provided a few
examples of currently uncharacterized genomic secondary struc-
tures which, due to high degrees of evolutionary conservation
across multiple highly divergent viral lineages, likely play a central
role in the biology of the various ssDNA viruses examined here.
Although we found evidence consistent with natural selection
strongly disfavoring the accumulation of substitutions at paired
sites, we also found that paired sites tended to display lower nu-
cleotide variability than unpaired sites. Using data from published
evolution experiments, we showed that, in at least one of the an-
alyzed virus families (the geminiviruses), it is possible that this
discrepancy may simply be due to mutation frequencies at paired
sites being lower than those at unpaired sites (possibly due to
base-paired nucleotides being less mutable than unpaired nucle-
otides). We were nevertheless able to clearly demonstrate the ac-
tion of selection by showing that those base-paired sites which do
accumulate mutations display a significant tendency toward com-
plementary coevolution with their predicted pairing partners,
presumably to maintain the biological function of their parent
structures.
Even though we have provided compelling evidence of per-
vasive biologically functional secondary structures within eu-
karyote-infecting ssDNA viruses, it is important to reiterate that
our study has certain limitations. It is very likely that the complex
genomic structures of these viruses are not entirely static. The
secondary and tertiary structures of these entire genomes are, in
fact, very likely to shift continually between large numbers of dif-
ferent thermodynamically stable states. We cannot, therefore, be
absolutely certain if the computationally predicted structures
identified here are a good reflection of those which form most
commonly within these ssDNA virus genomes. Also, although ex-
amples of individual genomic structural elements that are highly
conserved across divergent virus lineages are likely to have some
biological functionality, we cannot know without further labora-
tory experimentation either what the precise functions of these
structures might be or whether they function within the context of
ssDNA or transcribed RNA.
Regardless of whether specific individual structures form or are
functional within ssDNA or transcribed RNA molecules, it is ab-
solutely clear from our study that, at the whole-genome scale,
selection favoring the overall maintenance of pervasive biologi-
cally functional nucleic acid secondary structures has likely been a
major theme in the evolutionary history of eukaryotic ssDNA vi-
ruses.
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